The inversion of high-resolution geoid anomaly maps derived from satellite altimetry should allow one to retrieve the lithospheric elastic thickness, T e , and crustal density, r c . Indeed, the bending of a lithospheric plate under the load of a seamount depends on both parameters, and the associated geoid anomaly is correspondingly dependent on the two parameters. The difference between the observed and modelled geoid signatures is estimated by a cost function, J, of the two variables, T e and r c . We show that this cost function forms a valley structure along which many local minima appear, the global minimum of J corresponding to the true values of the lithospheric parameters. Classical gradient methods fail to find this global minimum because they converge to the first local minimum of J encountered, so that the final parameter estimate strongly depends on the starting pair of values (T e , r c ). We here implement a non-linear optimization algorithm to recover these two parameters from altimetry data. We demonstrate from the inversion of synthetic data that this approach ensures robust estimates of T e and r c by activating two search phases alternately: a gradient phase to find a local minimum of J, and a tunnelling phase through high values of the cost function. The accuracy of the solution can be improved by a search in an iteratively restricted parameter subspace. Applying our non-linear inversion to the Great Meteor Seamount geoid data, we further show that the inverse problem is intrinsically illposed. As a consequence, minute geoid (or gravity) data errors can induce large changes in any recovery of lithospheric elastic thickness and crustal density.
to the age contrast of the plates on both sides of the fracture 1 INTRODUCTION (Liu et al. 1982; Sandwell 1984; Watts & Ribe 1984) . Abnormal values of these parameters may also give clues about the nature The marine geoid which corresponds to an equipotential surface of the terrestrial gravity field reflects the lateral density of some sublithospheric processes. Indeed, a weak elastic lithosphere has often been locally detected within the hotspot seaheterogeneities beneath the oceans. Previous studies (McKenzie & Bowin 1976; Watts 1978; McNutt 1979) have shown that mount context (Calmant & Cazenave 1986; Young & Hill 1986; Calmant 1987) . Since accurate and high-resolution maps there is a strong correlation between the seafloor topography and geoid or gravity maps at short and medium wavelengths.
of the geoid anomalies deduced from the analysis of satellite altimetry are available (Cazenave et al. 1996 ; Mazzega et al. Nevertheless, the exact way in which a bathymetric relief induces a geoid anomaly depends critically on various parameters 1997), the question naturally arises whether it is possible to retrieve information about the seafloor topography and some characterizing the regional physical properties of the underlying crust and lithospheric plate. In turn, a precise knowledge crustal or lithospheric parameters. Local and global bathymetric maps obtained from marine of these parameters is the key point of many geophysical investigations. For example, an anomalous crustal density geoid or free-air gravity anomalies have recently been published (Baudry & Calmant 1991; Smith & Sandwell 1994 ; Ramillien could reveal unusual mineralizations of basalt caused by hydrothermal alteration or specific magmatism. An asymmetric & Cazenave 1997) . In these studies, the recovery of the seafloor topography from the observed gravity field anomalies is based flexural basin associated with an underwater chain load in a fracture zone region must involve a rigidity jump related on a model of the impulse response (or equivalently on the transfer function) of the plate loaded by a seamount for which 2 DEFLECTION OF A LOADED the elastic thickness of the lithosphere T e and density of the LITHOSPHERIC PLATE crust r c are assumed to be known. In this way the problem at hand is linear so that transform methods or generalized inverse Let us consider a simple mechanical model describing the situation of an underwater conical seamount loading a theory apply straightforwardly. Unfortunately, the choice of other values for T e and r c would lead to significantly different lithospheric plate lying on a ductile asthenosphere (Fig. 1) .
The main contribution to the gravity field anomaly is generated results.
When trying to determine the parameters T e and r c themby the density contrast (r c −r w ) between the water and the seamount with topography b(r) relative to a flat seafloor. Here selves from the same data, the problem is non-linear, as can be seen from the equations of the deformation of the loaded r=(x, y) is the vector of horizontal local Cartesian coordinates. A second contribution results from the partial compensation lithospheric plate given below (see Section 2). A data inversion based on a linearized set of equations can only give suboptimal of the load by the elastic deflection w(r) of the lithospheric plate as measured relative to the level of the plate at rest. The values (T sub e , rsub c ) of the parameters, which completely depend on the a priori choice (T prior e , rprior c ) of the model parameters magnitude of the response w(r) depends linearly on the size of the load b(r) and non-linearly on the elastic thickness T e of the used for initiating the parameter search algorithm through a minimization of the departure between observed versus upper part of the lithosphere, as can be seen from the following partial differential equation: predicted gravity field anomalies.
We here tackle a much simplified though paradigmatic
problem of this kind. Considering geoid height data and a known bathymetry, we try to restore the true parameters, where the flexural rigidity D is proportional to the third power T true e for the lithospheric elastic thickness and rtrue c for the of T e , crustal density, without proceeding to any kind of linearization of the underlying differential equations. In order to give a clear D= ET 3 e 12(1−n2)
.
(2) view of the mathematical problem at hand, we assume the densities of the crust and load to be the same, although our The Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio n characterize inverse method would apply equally well when relaxing this the elastic properties of the deformed medium. We hereafter constraint. We show that the non-linearity of the deformation assume that the seamount and crust have the same density, equations (Section 2) is responsible for the occurrence of r c . In a layered model of the Earth, the density contrast several local minima in the cost function to be minimized.
(r m −r c ) between the upper mantle and crust appears in a The true values of the parameters correspond to a unique linear term in eq.
(1) with the mean gravity acceleration c as global minimum that in general cannot be detected using only a factor. The numerical values of the various parameters gradient descent algorithms, because they are trapped in any involved in these equations are summarized in Table 1 . local minimum encountered along the search path (see Section 3).
The deflection w(r) of the lithospheric plate, associated with We then present a non-linear inverse method which is basically a given flexural rigidity D and with the load relief b(r∞), is the a combination of descent phases along the negative gradients radial analytical solution of eq. (1) (Landau & Lifchitz 1967 ; of the cost function and tunnelling phases through the hills Tisseau-Moignard 1979), say of the cost function corresponding to unrealistic model predictions (Section 4). The efficiency of this method is shown by
solving a non-linear problem built with synthetic data for which the true solution is given a priori.
where R is the mean terrestrial radius, Q rr∞ is the spherical We then apply our algorithm to the recovery of the lithodistance between the location of the load r∞ and the location spheric elastic thickness and crustal density in the region of of the deflection r, ds(r∞) is the elementary surface of the rock the Great Meteor Seamount by inverting geoid heights deduced column b(r∞) and Kei is the zero-order Kelvin-Bessel function from the ERS-1 and GEOSAT geodetic missions. A thorough (Abramowitz & Stegun 1968) . The flexural parameter a is exploration of the parameter space allows us to show that our solution for T e and r c is the best possible solution for the given model of the density layer geometry. We also found that most results published by other authors for the same area probably Great Meteor Seamount. In Section 6, the improvements 
Our geometrical model of the Earth's upper part consists of 3 CONSTRAINING THE PARAMETERS (K+1) superimposed layers with density contrasts Dr k (r∞), ( T e , r c ) WITH GEOID DATA {k=1, K}, and interface shapes h k (r∞) relative to the reference Several possibilities exist for measuring the difference between depth level R k . More precisely, for the sea-water-crust density the predicted and observed geoid heights through a cost contrast, h k (r∞) is the seafloor topography b(r∞), whereas h k is function, depending on the choice of a norm and of a metric the deflection w(r) for the crust-mantle boundary (Moho), (see e.g. Tarantola 1987) . We here build the cost function J as can be seen in Fig. 1 . The geoid anomaly induced by this with the L2 norm and Euclidian metric from K geoid data, density distribution is evaluated from Nobs k , as follows: (5) where Npred k stands for the predicted geoid estimated (Calmant 1994) , where G is the gravitational constant and at r k =(x k , y k ). Choosing trial values for the parameters U(R j ; Q rr∞ ) is the primitive of the function u(R j ; Q rr∞ ) given by (T trial e , rtrial c ), we solve eqs (1) and (5) for the predicted geoid
heights at the r k locations and evaluate the corresponding cost via eq. (8). As written above, we see that the cost function is We stress that a change in the elastic thickness of the lithoa mapping from the parameter space E p to which any pair sphere, T e , or in the crustal density, r c , will change the shape (T e ; r c ) belongs to the real line R. Trying other values for the and amplitude of the predicted geoid anomaly Npred(r). Indeed, parameters will give a new value for the cost. Whenever the the deflection w(r), which is non-linearly related to these two predicted geoid data fit the observed ones perfectly, the cost is parameters (see eqs 2-4), implicitly appears as one of the zero and the corresponding parameter values are optimal. model interfaces in the evaluation of the geoid anomaly (eq. 5).
With noisy geoid data, the cost function may never reach the This dependence can be represented in a formal way by zero level but the optimal parameters are still associated with the minimum of the cost as long as the error contamination is
decorrelated from the geoid anomalies. We note that including even grow exponentially with the number K of data (Mazzega 1999) . Considered in the solution space, each such minimum the inverse of the data error covariance matrix in eq. (8) or even changing the norm will not modify the results presented is surrounded by a narrow basin of attraction. Based on generalized inverse methods, a search of the solution initiated below because (1) the locations of the critical points of J in parameter space are invariant under such transformations, and with an a priori guess chosen in this particular basin will lead to this local minima and stay irremediably trapped in this part (2) the inverse method we use does not rely on the way the cost is built.
of the solution space. The proposed solution is suboptimal in the sense that it obeys the criterion of cost minimization, but An examination of the shape of the cost function is useful for understanding the nature of the problem. Unfortunately, it completely depends on the choice of the first-guess solution.
The true optimal solution is retrieved only if by chance the this approach is often unworkable because of the induced prohibitive computational cost. In this study we compute the first guess belongs to the basin of the global minimum of the cost function. cost function all over the parameter space both in order to see the kinds of difficulties we have to face and to check that the In our case, the cost function (eq. 8) does not exhibit such a pathological behaviour, although it raises difficulties that usual inverse method we apply works correctly before we proceed to the analysis of a large number of cases. The efficiency of an inversion algorithms are unable to overcome. In order to illustrate this point, we build a set of synthetic geoid data. The inverse method can be measured both by checking the accuracy of the result and by counting the number of cost function geometric model of density distribution in the upper mantle and crust is as drawn in Fig. 1 . The values of the various evaluations necessary for obtaining this solution. When the underlying equations of the direct problem are linear, the parameters are summarized in Table 1 . In particular, the lithospheric elastic thickness is set to T e =10 km and the cost function has only one minimum that can be reached by conventional inverse algorithms (e.g. simplex algorithms, density of the crust and seamount to r c =2.7×103 kg m−3. These two values constitute the optimal parameter set for generalized least squares, etc.; see Tarantola 1987) in one step, whatever the initial guess is. In the presence of weak nonthe synthetic inverse problem to be solved in Section 5. The deflection of the plate is computed from eq. (3) and then the linearities, the direct equations can be linearized about a firstguess solution. The inverse problem is then solved by an corresponding synthetic error-free geoid data are formed from eq. (5) on a regular grid surrounding the seamount. The grid iterative scheme in which the linearized operator relating the data and the unknowns is updated at each step of the search size is 2°×2°with a resolution of 1/16°×1/16°. The cost function (eq. 8) is evaluated with trial parameter pairs on the basis of the last solution estimate. The direction of search is defined by the local steepest descent of the cost (T trial e , rtrial c ) taken in the restricted parameter space gradient. The applicability of this approach is warranted as
(9) long as the cost function has a single minimum over all the solution space.
The cost function is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It shows two principal bulges separated by an incurved valley. These bulges (that is, For strongly non-linear equations this last condition does not hold. For example, under a chaotic regime of the dynamical high values of the cost function) correspond to pairs of the sought parameters that cannot explain the 'observed' geoid variables, the number of local minima of the cost function may anomalies. Our measure of fit of the model is predominately
In the next section, we show that with error-free data the global minimum of the cost can be found thanks to a nonsensitive to variations in the crustal density, so that lines of constant cost tend to merge, with isodensity lines in particular linear optimization algorithm. The effect of data errors will be discussed in Section 5, where it is related to the ill-posedness for high values of the elastic thickness. The incurvation of the valley is most obvious when the elastic thickness is lower than of the inverse problem. 6 km. In general, parameter pairs with high elastic thickness and low crustal density or low thickness and high density 4 SOLVING THE NON-LINEAR INV ERSE are ruled out by the geoid data. The occurrence of a valley PROBLEM: METHOD of low cost crossing the parameter space indicates that any perturbation of a good choice for one parameter can often Obviously, the application of a conventional inverse method based on gradient descent would lead to a determination of be compensated by a perturbation of the other parameter, although because of the large sensitivity of the cost function the unknown parameters corresponding to the first local minimum of the cost function encountered. This point is illustrated to change in the crustal density, a small perturbation of this parameter can only be-sometimes partially-compensated in Fig. 4 , when the search paths of such an algorithm have been started from seven different first guesses of the (T e ; r c ) by a strong variation in the lithospheric elastic thickness. This behaviour agrees with an intuitive understanding of the parameters. From a given initial point, the algorithm follows the path of steepest gradient (up to round-off errors) over the mechanical problem considered.
Were the cost function exactly zero along the valley axis, a cost function and stops when the local gradient is below a given threshold. Six of the seven trajectories plotted in Fig. 4 continuum of parameter pairs would explain the observed geoid anomaly equally well and no criterion could help to reach the neighbourhood of a local minimum. Path 5 ends near the global minimum, its initial parameter values being by retrieve the true parameters. Only the local direction orthogonal to the cost valley (in the bidimensional parameter space) chance in the correct attracting basin. For numerical experiment only do we get estimated lithospheric elastic thickness is well constrainted by the data, whilst that lying along the zero-cost valley provides no contribution to the data (null and crustal density values which broadly match their true values. Note that path 7 stops over a saddle point of the cost subspace of the observing system). Fortunately, the degeneracy of the cost function is not so pronounced in our case. The cost function. In these experiments the search parameter space has already been confined to a region surrounding the true global function along the valley is shown in Fig. 3 . Although it is several orders of magnitude lower than over the bulges of minimum of the cost function. We hereafter use an approach which is able to recover the true elastic thickness and crustal Fig. 2 , the zero-cost value is reached once only, for the true values of the elastic thickness and crustal density. Eight other density at a low computational cost. Once the cost function J (eq. 8) can be evaluated for any local minima can also be seen. This oscillatory behaviour of the trial models probably results from the non-linear trial parameter vector ptrial=[T trial e , rtrial c ], we have to solve an unconstrained non-linear global optimization problem. We dependence of the plate deflection on the sought parameters. Fig. 2 ). Crosses are successive search positions, which are alternately gradient descent and tunnelling phases. Empty circles are detected local minima of the valley. The cost function along the valley (solid line) is plotted versus the elastic thickness in the range 8000-13 000 m. In a positive flow, the search starts at the left hand cross, where the algorithm enters a gradient phase and stabilizes after a few steps at the first detected minimum (1). The system is then perturbed from this latter position and turns to a tunnelling phase, since the cost function is higher, passing to the second local valley in three steps. At this stage, another gradient phase is activated, which leads to the second minimum (2), and so on. Finally, the system reaches the fourth minimum (4), which is the global minimum of the profile, and the last tunnelling phase is activated. This latter phase accelerates the search point to the right boundary of the domain (13 000 m) since cost function values are increasing. look for the optimal vector popt such that untransformed cost is the one corresponding to the last local minimum found associated with p*.
The search path in the parameter space E p is obtained by integrating a dynamical system obeying the following system This value of the cost is its global minimum over the search parameter space E p . The method we use for solving this of differential equations: problem, developed by Cetin et al. (1993) , is based on the ṗtrial=−∂T [ptrial; p*]/∂ptrial. (14) dynamical system theory, as explained below (see also Barhen
After a descent of the cost gradient, the algorithm will find at et al. 1997). A first local minimum of the cost can be found by the parameter vector p*,new a new local minimum, with the usual gradient descent algorithm. Let p* be the parameter vector corresponding to this first minimum (in fact, at the very
(15) beginning of the search any a priori parameter pairs can be In this case, we proceed to the substitution of p* by p*,new used). We are interested in the increment Ĵ of the cost obtained in the equations above, and the new level for tunnelling is when moving in parameter space from p* to the trial vector J[p*,new]. In the neighbourhood of any local minimum the Ptrial:
gradient of the cost function is nearly zero (and of course
(11) VJ=0 at p*). The perturbation brought to the trial parameter vector ptrial by its rate of change ṗtrial (eq. 14) will asymptotically A non-linear transformation allows us to define the tunnelling tend to zero in the descent phase or escape from zero in the function as tunnelling phase. In order to speed up the escape from the last
local minimum found, when the incremental cost (eq. 11) is positive a repeller term is activated in the form of the function a=constant term,
which has not only the same critical points but also the same relative ordering of the local and global minima as the original where b is a constant and H is the Heaviside distribution. The cost function J, say dynamical system we integrate is now the sum of the two transforms of the incremental cost: The last additional term transforms the last local minimum into a repeller for the dynamical variable ptrial. Moreover, the the logarithm tends to one and the tunnel function T tends to zero. In other words, any hills or valleys of the cost J Jacobian ∂R[ptrial; p*]/∂ptrial being singular at ptrial=p*, as can be verified from eq. (16), the escape is made in a finite higher than J[ptrial] are flattened at this level. The higher time and not asymptotically (Zak 1993) . After all the search (eq. 14) which stabilizes down to the first local minimum (number 1 in Fig. 3 ) at about T e =8250 m after a few steps. parameter space has been scanned, the last minimum found is the global minimum of the original cost J and the corresponding This stable position is then perturbated for a small displacement of the search point along the elastic thickness axis. Since parameter set is optimal.
the cost function at the perturbed position is uphill, the system More details on the theory and implementation of this nonturns to a tunnelling phase (eq. 16) repelling the search point linear global optimizer can be found in Cetin et al. (1993) . We to the second local valley in three steps. At this stage, the note that the relative weights of the tunnelling and repeller system enters another gradient descent phase and falls to the phases are given by the values of the constants a (eq. 12) second minimum (number 2; T e =8900 m). This second stable and b (eq. 16). We here only use those values given in Cetin position is perturbed again, and the repelling term is activated, et al. (1993) that gave good results when testing the algorithm throwing the search point into the next valley in three steps, over a large class of benchmark cost functions. This algorithm and so on. The TRUST cycle, with alternating tunnelling and also applies to N-D optimization problems (Barhen & gradient phases, is repeated to locate the fourth minimum Protopopescu 1996). Because our problem consists of the (number 4) at T e =10 000 m, which is the sought global retrieval of two parameters-the elastic thickness of the lithominimum of the profile. From this position, the algorithm uses sphere and the density of the crust-we change the 2-D a tunnelling phase to repel faster and faster to the right optimization by a search along a spiral embedded in the boundary of the domain T e =13 000 m, as the cost function parameter space E p . The choice of a spiral is dictated by both amplitude increases. This last phase accelerates the search the requirement of using a smooth path to scan E p and the point so that the successive samplings of the cost function need to control the corresponding density of the embedded path become more and more spaced out. After a few steps along in the search space easily. It also offers a natural generalization the valley profile of the cost, the algorithm has successfully to higher-dimensional spaces (Ammar & Cherruault 1993) .
detected the global minimum located at T e =10 000 m with high precision. It has alternately found previous local minima using the gradient scheme and tunnelled through high portions 5 SOLVING THE NON-LINEAR INVERSE of the cost. If the repeller term is too important, the successive PROBLEM: RESULTS repelling positions might be too spaced out and we might even miss the global minimum valley. Thus, the value of the repeller 5.1 The synthetic case of a conical seamount term must be chosen small enough not to repel the current To illustrate the performance of the algorithm, we first consider search point away from the next cost valley. It should not be a synthetic data set computed from a conical seamount under chosen to small, however, to avoid spending too much time in 4500 m of sea water. Its height is 2000 m and it has a 30 km the tunnelling phases. base radius. This idealized underwater relief overlies an oceanic
To recover both T e and r c in the 2-D case, a starting pair lithosphere whose elastic thickness, T e and crustal density, of these values is randomly chosen. It corresponds to a location r c are 10 km and 2700 kg m−3, respectively. Using eq. (5), in parameter space E p which is considered as the centre of the a corresponding 'true' geoid signature is then computed on a spiral sampling turning up to the limits of the search domain 2°×2°grid of 1/16°×1/16°mesh size with these two parameter (Fig. 5) . The spiral strategy ensures a homogeneous spatial values and the standard constants of Table 1. coverage of the E p , since its along and transverse steps are For the minimization of the cost function corresponding to chosen to be nearly equal in size. As for the 1-D search, the this synthetic seamount, we first chose starting locations in TRUST algorithm alternates phases of descent along the the parameter space and used a classical gradient scheme in negative slopes of the cost function and tunnelling in the high order to try to find out the global minimum at (10 000 m, cost hills (relative to the last local minimum found), always 2700 kg m−3) (Fig. 4) . Evaluating the gradient values in the orienting its search along the spiral local direction. At the end two directions, the point then moves progressively down to of the first iteration, the estimated parameter couple (T e , r c ) is the valley along the direction of steepest descent. These dislocated in the very neighbourhood of the global minimum of placements resemble water on mountainsides flowing down to the cost function. When the repelling phase from the last the valley. As explained above, the search stops when the neardetected minimum is strong because of high values of cost, the zero gradient condition at the current point is verified. All system may move too fast along the spiral to stop exactly at stabilized positions do not correspond to the sought global the nearest position to the global minimum. Consequently, the minimum. In other words, due to the particular shape of the estimate is located at a distance of one or two spiral steps function to be minimized (with many local extrema), the final from the true global minimum location. A solution to this estimation depends strongly on the starting position. We thus problem would consist of choosing a lower value for the conclude that a simple gradient approach is totally irrelevant repeller constant (at a higher computational cost) or adjusting for estimating the elastic thickness and crustal density from it efficiently to the local slope of the cost function. We overcome geoid data.
this problem by iterating the TRUST optimization in a very The test of an alternative inverse method consists of restricted search basin around the location of the optimal recovering the true values of T e and r c from this synthetic parameter couple detected during the first minimization progeoid grid (considered as derived from satellite altimetry cess (Mazzega 1999) . In this manner, we also greatly improve observations). For this purpose, we first consider the 1-D case the accuracy of the estimated parameter solution, as can be of the cost function valley profile (see Fig. 3 ). At the beginning seen for a typical run in Table 2 . After only two iterations, the of the search the starting guess is chosen to be near the left procedure has successfully converged to the correct parameter boundary of the profile (positive flow). At this position, the values, the final accuracy given by the last search being extremely good, say within a few metres for T e , and within algorithm immediately enters a phase of gradient descent (as long as the data errors are uncorrelated with the sought parameters, which is a realistic assumption in our context).
Elastic thickness Crustal density
This means that any solution with a cost smaller than s2 noise is cost value is marginally sensitive to large changes in the model parameters. An extreme case occurs when one (or several ) sought parameter belongs to the data null space: the same cost is associated with any choice of this parameter. In such a <1 kg m−3 for r c . The robustness of the method has been situation the data at hand are inadequate for solving the empirically checked by convergence to the same couple (T e , r c ) problem. estimate, whatever the starting guess in parameter space is.
The subspace of poorly constrained parameters in linear In order to demonstrate the ability of the TRUST algorithm inverse problems can present local bending (submanifolds) to solve our non-linear inverse problem, we have considered when the model equations are non-linear. This is exactly what error-free data. What might be the effect of data contamination we observe in Fig. 2 . Moreover, if we consider that the error by noise on the recovery of the lithospheric elastic thickness variance of an inverted geoid map is about s2 noise =(0.02)2 m2 and crustal density? It is a well-known property of inverse (which we believe to be somewhat optimistic), all the solutions problems that data errors limit the resolution associated with distributed along the axis of Fig. 3 (this axis fits the valley axis the parameter recovery (see e.g. Tarantola 1987 ). However, the of Fig. 2 ) are acceptable solutions. It is only with data with an degree of resolution loss in parameter space E p is completely accuracy improved by one order of magnitude (about 1 mm rms) problem-dependent. It should first be noted that the quadratic that the basin of acceptable solutions can be restricted to the valley of the global minimum only (with J≤10−6 m2 in Fig. 3 ). cost (eq. 8) associated with the optimal parameter set is A similar large basin of acceptable values for the elastic thickby Watts et al. (1975) , who considered free-air-anomaly data, or by Calmant et al. (1990) . The cost function valley configuration, ness and crustal density was reported by Filmer et al. (1993) when inverting gravity data [see Figs 7 and 8 of Filmer et al.
and thus the final estimate, is obviously very sensitive to the choice of geoid reference level. The application of our search (1993), with a data error of 2-5 mGal estimated by the authors]. We stress the fact that this difficulty is related to the functional algorithm in two dimensions using a discrete spiral has provided an estimate of the elastic thickness of 18 249±10 m and relationship between the sought parameters and data, but not to the way the inverse problem is solved.
of the crustal density of 2740±1 kg m−3. It has converged to these values after two iterations of the TRUST optimization; numerical results are presented in Table 3 . Once more, we 5.2 The real case of a North Atlantic seamount used the standard parameter values of Table 1 for this purpose.
The recovered elastic thickness is in the 1 km error bar given Discovered in 1937, the Great Meteor Seamount located at 28.5°W, 20°N is characterized by a shallow summit (250 m by Calmant et al. (1990) , considering a 10 cm amplitude noise in the geoid data. depth). Its flanks deepen rapidly down to 4800 m. Its 2-D topography has been accurately interpolated on a 2°×2°grid
We have previously shown that the iterated TRUST nonlinear global optimization algorithm leads to robust and from in situ depth shiptracks of the NGDC database (National Geophysical Data Center 1988) . The corresponding geoid precise estimates of the lithospheric elastic thickness and crustal (and load) density for a given geometric model of the layer anomaly has been extracted from the global altimetry-derived geoid grid combining ERS-1 and GEOSAT data (Mazzega interfaces and a given map of geoid anomalies. However, the magnitude differences amongst the several minima of the cost et al. 1997).
Previous studies focused on fitting the elastic thickness only function (see Fig. 3 ) are very tiny, so we suspect that the inverse problem is structurally ill-posed (Tikhonov & Arsénine with observed geoid satellite profiles over the Great Meteor Seamount (Watts et al. 1975; Calmant et al. 1990 ). They 1974 . As a consequence, small data errors would induce large differences in the recovered optimal parameters (T e , r c ). In revealed that the mean elastic thickness under this structure is about 19±1 km, if a value of r c =2800 kg m−3 is adopted for order to check this point, we extracted geoid anomalies over the Great Meteor Seamount from the global map provided by the crustal density. These authors did not discuss the robustness of their elastic thickness adjustment with regard to perturbation Basic & Rapp (1992) . The geoid anomaly associated with the seamount has an amplitude slightly larger than 5 m in the of the chosen crustal density. According to Fig. 2 , a profile of the cost function at constant density would show a 1-D single Mazzega et al. (1997) map, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The depatures from the Basic & Rapp (1992) map, shown in Fig. 6( b) , are minimum, which can be detected by a conventional gradient descent algorithm. Nevertheless, there is no reason for the about 5-10 cm. These departures are short wavelength in nature and do not appear to be correlated with the seamount minimum of the 1-D profile (at constant density) to coincide with the global minimum of the 2-D parameter space where it topography. Nevertheless, the optimal parameter pair obtained from the non-linear inversion of this map is significantly is embedded (unless the density choice matches its true value). Moreover, we also see that only a high elastic thickness can different from the previous solution: the elastic thickness is 15 922±10 m, and the crustal density is 2700±1 kg m−3 after compensate for their choice of crustal density, which is probably too high.
the second iteration (to be compared to 18 249±10 m and 2740±1 kg m−3; see Table 3 ). As could be expected from the In fact, their estimates are not located in the valley of Fig. 1 . Their implicit cost function would not be the same because shape of the generic cost function (Fig. 2) , the result departure is more sensitive in the determination of the elastic thickness they did not consider exactly the same geometrical model of the lithosphere as ours. In addition to these model differences, than in the crustal density, the latter being well constrained in this parameter range. A similar sensitivity of the results they fitted the elastic thickness from geoid (Calmant et al. 1990) or shiptrack gravity (Watts et al. 1975) profiles, whereas to data errors would be observed when inverting gravity data. The problem ill-posedness is in fact embedded in the we consider here 2-D geoid anomaly and bathymetric maps. As pointed out by Filmer et al. (1993) , the inversion of data equations relating the measured fields (say gravity anomalies) distributed on a map is more likely to recover the correct lithospheric parameters than inversions of profiles, because off- Watts et al. (1975) and in the measured geoid and gravity anomalies. Calmant et al. (1990) and the iterative TRUST estimates of both the After a first search in the whole domain of Fig. 1 with the elastic thickness and the crustal density.
TRUST algorithm, we considered the smaller parameter domain [17 000-21 000 m×2500-2900 kg m−3], which appeared to observed geoid anomalies and bathymetric map. When computing the cost function J to be minimized (and its first and Watts et al. (1975) #10 000 2800 (fixed) Calmant et al. (1990) 19 000±1000 2800 (fixed) second derivatives), a local trend must be removed from the TRUST estimates computed and satellite-observed geoid anomaly grids, in order (a) Geoid anomalies from Mazzega et al. (1997) to compare them at the same reference level. Indeed, these processes. Unfortunately, this key operation is not mentioned and the sought parameters (elastic thickness and density). Such However, we believe that this study is a further step towards the inversion of gravity field anomalies for a joint recovery of structural ill-posedness may only be overcome by the joint inversion of another set of completely different data, say data the bathymetry and lithospheric and crustal parameters, in the sense that the method we present is a powerful tool for solving related to the unknown parameters through different functional relationships.
non-linear inversion problems, even though we show at the same time that the equations relating the data to the sought parameters prevent their accurate recovery from gravity field 6 CONCLUSIONS anomalies (geoid and/or free-air gravity) alone. A way to overcome this difficulty is to proceed to joint inversion of Considering a simple lithospheric model, we have successfully inverted geoid anomaly maps over a seamount to find the heterogeneous data sets. The non-linear inversion algorithm presented here naturally generalizes to higher-dimensional lithospheric elastic thickness and the crustal density, improving the classical steepest descent approaches. The non-linear global problems. With the same data sets it might thus be extremely valuable to investigate the possibility of recovering other optimization algorithm that we use iteratively ensures a rapid and accurate estimate of this pair of parameters associated lithospheric and crustal parameters (for example, those related to lateral density heterogeneities) that provide more sensitive with the global minimum of the 2-D cost function measuring the adequacy between the data and the corresponding model signatures in the gravity field. predictions. The fundamental advantage of this inversion method is that we have considered the genuine non-linear ACKNOWLEDGMENTS operators relating the data and the sought parameters and avoided their linearization.
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